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From Your SEO Team at Creative Services

 ITEMS OF INTEREST:

quick notes
Q4

2022

 Creative Services’ SEO Team

Thank you!

1. Last quarter’s report, ‘senior living milwaukee’ averaged a 19 ranking.  This quarter, 18.  

The best ranking for either quarter was 10.    [pg.3]

2. ‘Upscale senior living’ moved up from 3 to 2.   [pg.3]

3. Link Building numbers were very strong  [pg.5, 6]

4. We are mapping out locations in the US of new users as a quick visual and as a 

retargeting tool for expanding location marketing boundaries.   [pgs.8,9]

5. 10% of  new users to the website were retargeted back again -- two or more times.  That 

is a very interesting fact since we have a very specific criteria for the user we are 

retargeting.   [pg.10]

6. There were 26 contact form inquiries during Q4.  Inquiries more than doubled from Q3. 

Were phone inquiries up the same during Q4?    [pgs. 11-13]

7. Google organic search numbers for users were almost the same as those who came into 

your website directly. (i.e., typing in the url)  That shows the importance of SEO.  Almost 

50%  of all users were sent to saintjohnsmilw.org from Google.     [pgs. 11-13]  

8. As we grow backlinks and your website authority grows, search engine results will 

become the number one form of user delivery. 

9. One-half of the top ten pages visited were focused on independent living.  [pg.17]



keyword ranking - quarter ending dec 31
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seo ranking growth
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strategic link building

By building properties on high 
authority domains, we link and point 
them directly to your website. 

AUTHORITY
SITE LINKS

+
INCREASING
LINKS

Maintain a consistent link building 
program to increase search engine 
visibility and strengthen your authority 
on the web.

Web 2.0 Links are supporting links 
that point to Authority* websites.

*Authority websites are trusted by users, 
industry experts, and search engines.

WEB 2.0
LINKS

Link Building Strategy:
To Boost saintjohnsmilw.org Authority on the Web
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saintjohnsmilw.org

13,319 
 Links on

 

 As of December 31 2022

427 
Referring Domains
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strategic backlink building Q4
2022

STRATEGY:  To Boost the 
Authority or Reputation of 
saintjohnsmilw.org on the Web

This strategy mimics the path of viral 

content, starting with your website at the 

top and boosting authority through the 

layers. Backlinks are especially valuable for 

SEO because they represent a "vote of 

confidence" from one site to another. 

Backlinks to your website are a signal to 

search engines that others vouch for your 

content.
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strategic organic growth Q4
2022

STRATEGY:  To grow Organic Keywords and Organic Traffic on saintjohnsmilw.org

Organic search traffic reigns supreme because it targets visitors and separates your website from your competition. A user visiting 

your website through organic search has been directed there by Google or other search engines that believe it can provide them 

with a solution or answer to what they are looking for.  By growing organic keywords and organic traffic consistently, the number of 

qualified leads grows.
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target stats
 •  Age:   55+               •  Income Level:  Upper 10% 
 •  Targeting Visitors in:  Wisconsin, Chicago (emphasis on Northern Suburbs)

Top Search Locations this Quarter 

Milwaukee 1479
Chicago    796
Columbus   187
Ashburn    134
Wauwatosa     69
Denver              68
New York      65
San Antonio      56Target

Others

Q4
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 retargeting stats Q4
2022
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We are able to set retargeting criteria to be very specific to the Saint John’s target audience 

thus making a retargeting ad click much more valuable than a pay-per-click.

OF THE 6380 NEW USERS, 614 RETARGETED USERS (10%) VISITED SAINTJOHNSMILW.ORG 2+ TIMES.



acquisition:  inquries   
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web traffic 
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DEVICE BY USER



acquisition
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FOCUS ON HOW VISITORS FOUND YOUR SITE  

TOP MEDIUM YOUR 
VISITOR USED TO 
FIND YOUR SITE



user insights
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FEMALE   55%

MALE   45%

GENDER

17.09%

20.80%
19.15%

12.49%

AGE

WHEN USERS VISIT



FOCUS-IN ON TOP PAGES 

user behaviors
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top pages
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acquisition:  social
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EASTCASTLE PLACE

ST CAMILLUS NEWCASTLE PLACECHAI POINT

ST. RITA SQUARE
THE MATHER
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competitors

COMPETITORS

COMPETITORS RANKING:   SENIOR LIVING MILW
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Thank you for choosing our SEO Team

to manage your SEO program in 2023.  

We sincerely appreciate your business!

SEO PROGRAM: Organic L1
  |  saintjohnsmilw.org
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